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Stem-loop 2 (SL2) of the 5-untranslated region of the mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) contains a highly
conserved pentaloop (C47-U48-U49-G50-U51) stacked on a 5-bp stem. Solution nuclear magnetic resonance
experiments are consistent with a 5-uYNMG(U)a or uCUYG(U)a tetraloop conformation characterized by an
anti-C47-syn-G50 base-pairing interaction, with U51 flipped out into solution and G50 stacked on A52. Previous
studies showed that U48C and U48A substitutions in MHV SL2 were lethal, while a U48G substitution was
viable. Here, we characterize viruses harboring all remaining single-nucleotide substitutions in the pentaloop
of MHV SL2 and also investigate the degree to which the sequence context of key pentaloop point mutations
influences the MHV replication phenotype. U49 or U51 substitution mutants all are viable; C47 substitution
mutants also are viable but produce slightly smaller plaques than wild-type virus. In contrast, G50A and G50C
viruses are severely crippled and form much smaller plaques. Virus could not be recovered from G50U-
containing mutants; rather, only true wild-type revertants or a virus, G50U/C47A, containing a second site
mutation were recovered. These functional data suggest that the Watson-Crick edges of C47 and G50 (or A47
and U50 in the G50U/C47A mutant) are in close enough proximity to a hydrogen bond with U51 flipped out of
the hairpin. Remarkably, increasing the helical stem stability rescues the previously lethal mutants U48C and
G50U. These studies suggest that SL2 functions as an important, but rather plastic, structural element in
stimulating subgenomic RNA synthesis in coronaviruses.
Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), a prototype group 2 corona-
virus (CoV), is the most extensively studied CoV (26). CoVs
are characterized by very large positive-sense RNA genomes of
30 kb, and during the course of replication they express seven
to nine subgenomic RNAs (sgRNAs), each containing a com-
mon 3-untranslated region (UTR) and 5 leader sequence, the
latter of which is identical to the 5 end of the genomic RNA.
The 3 end of the leader sequence contains a short (6- to
8-nucleotide [nt]) sequence, the transcriptional regulatory se-
quence (TRS-L), which also is present in the genome just 5 of
the coding sequence for each subgenomic mRNA (TRS-B) (4).
Among several models that have been proposed for CoV tran-
scription and replication (2, 35, 38), the discontinuous tran-
scription model during minus-strand synthesis is supported by
significant accumulating genetic evidence (33, 45, 47, 48). In
this model, a set of 5 coterminal negative-strand sgRNAs are
transcribed from positive-strand genomic RNA by the viral
transcriptase/replicase complex (TRC), which then serve as
templates for mRNAs synthesis. Genetic evidence is consistent
with a process by which the complement to TRS-B on nascent
or newly synthesized minus strands forms Watson-Crick base
pairs with TRS-L within the 5UTR of the genome to regulate
mRNA synthesis (33, 45, 47, 48).
The biochemical details of sgRNA synthesis remain poorly
understood. Since the same RNA template potentially can be
used for both full-length genome replication and sgRNA tran-
scription, the factors or physical features of the replication/
transcription complex that stimulate one process relative to the
other are not currently understood. It has been hypothesized
that cellular factors bind to cis-acting RNA elements in the 5-
and 3UTRs of the genomic RNA, which leads to genome
circularization and facilitates the eventual base pairing be-
tween TRS-L and the nascent complementary TRS-B se-
quence that leads to template switching by the TRC at some
frequency (48). Recent studies of the group 1a CoV porcine
transmissible gastroenteritis virus reveal evidence for a tran-
scriptional enhancer just 5 of the TRS-B sequence upstream
of the N gene that stimulates N sgRNA synthesis (28).
The characterization of cis-acting RNA elements in the 5-
and 3UTRs and their functional roles in viral transcription
and replication have been reviewed recently (24). We previ-
ously proposed a consensus RNA secondary structure model
for the 5 140 nt of the CoV 5UTR, characterized by three
stem-loop structures, SL1, SL2, and SL4 (20). SL1 and SL2 are
strongly supported by genetic and biophysical studies (23, 25,
27). Some CoVs contain a third stem-loop, SL3, coincident
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with the TRS-L (25). Note that the 3 end of the leader RNA
is coincident with the 3 side of the body TRS and defines the
fusion junction of the TRS-B and TRS-L sequences. With the
exception of the TRS, SL2 is the most highly conserved struc-
ture in the CoV 5UTR and typically contains a pentaloop
sequence (C47-U48-U49-G50-U51 in MHV) stacked on a 5-bp
stem, with some CoV sequences containing an additional U 3
to U51 (25).
The consensus loop sequence that emerges from a compar-
ison of all coronaviral group 1, group 2, and group 3 5 leader
RNAs is 5 YUUGY(U)n, where n  0 or 1, stacked on a
closing Watson-Crick Y-R (U-A or C-G) base pair, i.e.,
yYUUGY(U)nr (Fig. 1A). SL2 therefore possesses sequence
features consistent with at least two structurally distinct loop
conformations. One is a U-turn-like structure (25) similar to
that found in the hammerhead ribozyme (13), in which a UNR
triloop is stacked on noncanonical C47-U51 base pairs (Fig.
1B). U-turn-like structures are characterized by a sharp turn in
the phosphodiester backbone between U48 and U49 that is
stabilized by Mg2 binding near what would be the U48 and
U49 phosphodiester groups in MHV SL2 (Fig. 1B). In this
conformation, the imino proton of U51 will be protected from
exchange with solvent by base pairing with C47, and U48 would
donate two hydrogen bonds that stabilize the loop, one be-
tween its 2 OH and the G50 N7 and the other its H3 imino
proton to a nonbridging oxygen of the U51 phosphodiester
linkage (3 to G50) (6). These canonical U-turn hydrogen
bonding interactions also can be found in a pentaloop with the
3 U of the loop extruded into solvent; in this type of structure,
the UNR motif will be formed by the 5 three nucleotides in
the loop and therefore will lack a noncanonical Y-Y base pair
(3, 5). Previous nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies
failed to detect a C47-U51 base pair in the MHV pentaloop
(25).
Another structure compatible with the sequence conserva-
tion in the SL2 loop is the very stable gCUUGc (C47-U48-
U49-G50 in MHV) tetraloop, the prototype member of a
gCNGG(N)nc family of tetraloops (1, 31) (Fig. 1C). If CoV
SL2 adopts this conformation, C47 would be Watson-Crick
base paired to a syn-G50 nucleotide, with U48 lining the minor
groove of the stem with its imino proton potentially within
hydrogen bonding distance to a 2 OH group of the stem-
closing base pair (A52 in this case). U49 would be stacked on
the ribose of C47 and U51 flipped out on the opposite site of
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the sequence conservation of SL2 in the CoV 5 leader region (A), as well as cartoon renderings of a
canonical UNR U-turn loop (B) and a CUUG tetraloop (C) structures, each of which is compatible with the SL2 sequence conservation of panel
A. Nucleotide sequence and secondary structural models of SL2 derived from the two group 2 CoVs MHV (D) and SARS-CoV (E), which were
studied here. Note that the cartoons are highly schematized; the internucleotide linkages shown are standard 5-3 phosphodiester linkages. The
16-nt NMR target corresponds to the SARS-CoV SL2 sequence, except that U57 is replaced with a nonnative 3 unpaired A. See the text for
details.
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the helix. Recent structural studies reveal that the gCAGG-
(U)c tetraloop, another member of the gCNGG(N)c family of
tetraloops, is quite accommodating of sequence variations with
the two middle bases (corresponding to U48 and U49 in MHV
SL2) found on the same or opposite sides of the structure; the
nature of the stem-closing base pair also is variable, although
typically it is a G-C base pair (36). This gCNGG(N)nc tetra-
loop structure bears significant similarity to the members of
the yYNMGg tetraloop family (36), the most stable of which is
the paradigm yUUCGg tetraloop (34). The yYNMGg tetra-
loop positions the N nucleotide (U48 in MHV) in roughly the
same place as in the gCNGGc tetraloop, with the M base
stacked on the 5 Y base on the opposite side of the loop.
Structural and functional studies reveal that the 3 insertion in
the YNMG tetraloop, like the CNGG and GNRA tetraloops,
is well tolerated, and an anti-Y–syn-G base pair can be re-
placed with an anti-U–syn-A base pair (31, 42). Other struc-
tural studies reveal that the general yYNMGg fold can be
adopted by a wide range of sequences, including yGYYAg,
with the first and fourth bases in the loop sometimes forming
a pseudo- or noncanonical base pair with zero or one hydrogen
bond (12, 18, 27, 32, 42).
The CoV SL2 sequence conservation including the closing
base pair (Fig. 1), as well as functional studies (25), clearly are
incompatible with the third major tetraloop class, GNRA, but
also seemingly are incompatible with the YNMG family, since
the N nucleotide (which corresponds to U48 in SL2) could not
be replaced with any other nucleotide in MHV. In fact, U48C-
and U48A-containing viruses are not viable, while a U48G-
containing virus is viable (25). In this report, we extensively
investigate the sequence requirements in the context of the
solution structural properties of the SL2 stem-loop in an effort
to distinguish between multiple structural models of the pen-
taloop. Here, we present evidence that SL2 adopts a conven-
tional yYNMG(N)r tetraloop structure with novel functional
features.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RNA preparation and NMR spectroscopy. Wild-type (WT), U48G, U48C, and
U49A SL2 RNAs were prepared by runoff transcription using SP6 or T7 RNA
polymerase, purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and sub-
jected to multiple cycles of ethanol precipitation as described previously (8, 25,
30). 13C,15N-[U]-labeled WT SL2 and 13C,15N-[G]-labeled U48G RNAs also
were prepared using 13C,15N-[UTP] and 13C,15N-[GTP] in transcription reac-
tions, respectively. The final NMR buffer was 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH
6.0; RNA concentrations were between 0.8 to 2.0 mM. All RNAs were checked
for the presence of a monomer-dimer equilibrium by nondenaturing polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis prior to extensive NMR analysis. All NMR experi-
ments were performed on a Varian Inova 500- or 600-MHz spectrometer in the
Texas A&M University Biomolecular NMR Laboratory. The proton resonances
were referenced to an internal standard (100 M DSS). The jump-return echo
one-dimensional (1D) and Watergate 1H-1H nuclear Overhauser enhancement
spectroscopy (NOESY) spectra (mix  200 ms, where mix is NOE mixing time)
were acquired to obtain imino proton resonance assignments, while 1H-1H D2O
NOESY (mix  250 ms) and total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) experi-
ments were performed to obtain nonexchangeable proton resonance assignments
using standard methodologies (15). Base and ribose assignments were confirmed
and extended for 13C,15N-[U]-labeled WT and 13C,15N-[G]-labeled U48G RNAs by
acquiring a 2D 1H-13C constant time-heteronuclear single quantam coherence spec-
trum coupled with through-bond 2D HNCCCH (40) and H(CCN)H-TOCSY
experiments acquired in H2O to correlate imino protons with uridine H6 and
guanosine H8 protons, respectively, (41). Sensitivity-optimized HCN-HMQC
(ribose moiety, H1-C1-N1/9), HCN-TROSY (base moiety, H6/8-C6/8-N1/9),
and HCNCH experiments acquired in D2O were used to provide through-bond
sugar to base connectivities (14). Complete ribose proton connectivities were
obtained with 1H-13C HCCH-TOCSY experiments in 13C,15N-[U]-labeled WT
and 13C,15N-[G]-labeled U48G SL2 RNAs to provide unique starting points for
sequential base-ribose connectivities in a D2O NOESY spectrum (m  250 ms).
Additional NOE restraints were obtained from the analysis of a 13C-edited
NOESY spectrum, a 2D 1H-15N CPMG-NOESY (60 and 250 ms) (29), and
2JHN-HSQC experiments (39). All of the NMR data were processed using
nmrPipe and analyzed using Sparky (11, 16). Complete resonance assignments
and solution structures of the WT and U48G SL2 RNAs will be reported
elsewhere.
Cells and viruses. Baby hamster kidney cells expressing MHV receptors
(BHK-R) were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified essential
medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% calf serum, 10% tryptose phosphate
broth, 800 g/ml of Geneticin (G418 sulfate; Sigma), and 0.25 g/ml of penicil-
lin-streptomycin. DBT cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in DMEM
supplemented with 10% calf serum. L2 cells were maintained at 37°C and 3%
CO2 in DMEM supplemented with 10% calf serum. Wild-type MHV A59-1000
and all mutant viruses were propagated in DBT cells.
Construction and recovery of mutant viruses. The construction and recovery
of mutant viruses were carried out as described previously (25, 46). Briefly, the
C47A, C47G, C47U, U49C, U49G, G50A, G50C, G50U, rG50U/C47A, U51A,
U51C, U51G, U51, MS-G50A, MS-G50C, MS-G50U, rMS-G50U/C47A, and
MS-U48C mutations were constructed using the QuikChange II site-directed
mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with
WT MHV–A59-1000 plasmid A as the substrate for mutagenesis. Sequences of
the mutagenic oligonucleotides are available on request. Mutagenized plasmids
were sequenced, and fragments carrying the desired mutation were excised with
MluI and SacII and religated into MluI-SacII-digested parental WT plasmid A to
generate mutant plasmids that would be free of unintended mutations. DNA
fragments from digested and gel-purified plasmids A to G were sequentially
ligated to generate a cDNA corresponding to the whole MHV genome. This
cDNA was transcribed in vitro using the Ambion T7 mMESSAGE mMACHINE
kit (Applied Biosystems), and the transcription reaction subsequently was elec-
troporated into BHK-R cells, which were overlaid onto DBT cells to recover
mutant virus. Recovered mutant viruses were plaque purified on L2 cell mono-
layers. Plaque isolates were expanded in DBT cells, and their complete 5 and 3
UTRs were sequenced to confirm the presence or absence of additional muta-
tions. Before a mutant was declared to be nonviable, at least three independent
electroporations followed by three blind passages of each electroporation were
done without recovering virus.
Plaque size determination and growth curve assays. Plaque sizes of mutant
and WT viruses were determined in L2 cells as described previously (19). Growth
curves experiments in DBT cells were performed in triplicate wells of DBT cells
in 96-well plates infected with mutant or WT viruses at a multiplicity of infection
(MOI) of 3 and harvested at 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 h post infection (hpi). For
some experiments an MOI of 0.01 was used, and cultures were harvested at 0, 8,
12, 16, 24, and 36 hpi. Virus titers were determined by plaque assays. Error bars
represent the standard errors of the mean.
RESULTS
Previous functional studies established that a U48G substi-
tution of the MHV SL2 stem-loop was compatible with virus
replication, while other (A and C) substitutions were not (25).
Here we compare key NMR spectral fingerprints of the WT
and U48G RNAs that establish the basic architecture of SL2 in
solution. Note that these spectra were acquired with the severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-CoV SL2 sequence, which
differs from the MHV RNA only in the nature of 2 of the 5 bp
of the stem (Fig. 1D and E). The stem of SL2 in SARS and
MHV is nearly identical. The SARS stem was chosen in order
to take advantage of the more stable stem sequence. For NMR
studies, the closing GC base pair significantly reduces fraying
at the closing base pair as well as facilitating in vitro transcrip-
tion. Both WT and U48G SL2s contained a nonnative 3 A in
an effort to stabilize the base of the stem (43).
The pentaloop is dynamic in solution. Although the SL2
RNA adopts a single average conformation under low-salt
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conditions in solution, like other stem-loops, it is characterized
by significant conformational dynamics or flexibility in the loop
that is faster than overall macromolecular tumbling. This is
readily apparent in the relative intensities of the aromatic
C6-H6 cross-peaks of pentaloop residues versus helical stem
residues in the [15N,13C-]U-WT SL2 RNA observed in a 1H-
13C CT-HSQC spectrum (Fig. 2). U48, U49, and U51 are far
more intense (more dynamic) than the corresponding stem
residues, with U51 being the most dynamic of any loop residue
(Fig. 2). Flexibility also manifests itself in ribose sugar confor-
mation, with nucleotides in A-form helical stems confined to a
C3-endo (north) conformation (15, 37); all five loop nucleo-
tides adopt a C2-endo (south) conformation, or are in rapid
exchange between C3-endo and C2-endo conformations, as
evidenced by large 3J(H1, H2) vicinal couplings in a homo-
nuclear TOCSY spectrum (data not shown). These data sug-
gest that a folded loop conformation in SL2 is more dynamic
than the helical stem on which it is stacked; this result is
consistent with other canonical stem-loop sequences, except
for the most stable tetraloops, e.g., cUUCGg (34).
G50 in both RNAs adopts a syn-glycosidic bond angle and is
stacked on A52, with U51 flipped out of the helical stack.
Homonuclear 1H-1H NOESY spectra were acquired across a
range of mixing times in the both D2O and H2O solutions in
the presence and absence of Mg2. Preliminary experiments
revealed that spectra acquired in the presence of Mg2 or
Co(NH3)6
3 at a few millimolars were characterized by two
U-U base pairs, which are possible only in an SL2 intermolec-
ular duplex conformation, rather than stabilizing a new fold in
the tetraloop (data not shown); this suggests that the structure
that SL2 RNAs adopt here are not strongly stabilized by the
addition of salt. NOESY experiments allowed us to establish
the base pairing in each of the molecules as well as carry out a
sequential intra- and interresidue aromatic base-ribose proton
walk down each strand of the SL2 helix. The spectral region
taken from a 1H-1H NOESY experiment acquired in D2O
establishes that both the WT SL2 (Fig. 3A) and the U48G SL2
(Fig. 3B) RNAs exhibit continuous base stacking from G50 to
A52 and sequentially down the remainder of the stem. No such
stacking characterizes the U48-U49 and U49-G50 steps, with a
sharp turn induced in the polynucleotide backbone between
U48 and U49 as evidenced by the strongly upfield-shifted H4
(3.85 ppm), H5 (3.89 ppm), H5 (3.85 ppm), and H2 (3.96
ppm) protons of U49 (9, 10, 36). In addition, the intensity of
the G50 intraresidue H8-H1 correlation relative to those of
others shown establishes that G50 adopts a syn- or high-anti-
glycosidic bond angle (36). Since the syn-G50 nucleotide is
stacked on A52, this requires that U51 be flipped out of the
helix. Further support for this is a nearly complete lack of
interresidue NOEs for U51, very sharp resonances (Fig. 2),
and a strongly downfield-shifted H5 chemical shift for U51
(5.97 ppm).
Figure 4A summarizes all of the NMR data in cartoon form,
and it also provides a summary of the 31P chemical shifts of
phosphodiester groups in the WT and U48G SL2s obtained
from a 1H-31P HP-COSY experiment acquired on unlabeled
RNAs. These chemical shifts are compared to those previously
obtained for an RNA stem-loop from the VS ribozyme that is
known to adopt a U-turn conformation in solution in the pres-
ence of Mg2 (3). 1H-31P correlations are very sensitive re-
porters of the structures of individual phosphodiester linkages
and thus loop conformation, with 1H chemical shift differences
indicative of changes in the local environment. This summary,
therefore, makes two important points. The high similarity of
the WT and U48G RNA 31P resonances suggests that their
loop structures are very similar and strikingly different from
that measured for the U-turn-containing RNA. Figure 4B sum-
marizes all of the 1H and 31P chemical shift differences be-
tween the WT and U48G RNAs and reveals that the differ-
ences are small and localized to the site of the substitution.
The NMR data acquired for both WT and U48G RNAs
(Fig. 4A) are incompatible with a canonical U48-U49-G50
U-turn loop structure, as we see no evidence for a C47-U51
base pair and Mg2 is not required to fold this RNA (data not
shown). A direct comparison of the 31P 	 in the loop (Fig. 3A)
provides further evidence against a U-turn-containing loop
structure. The NMR data are, however, largely compatible
with either a uCUYG(U)a or a uYNMG(U)a-like tetraloop,
with U51 flipped out of the stack and a syn-G50 stacked on
A52 with its Watson-Crick face oriented toward the Watson-
Crick face of C47. The series of experiments summarized be-
low address the degree to which these structural insights are
supported by the functional data.
C47, U49, and U51 are remarkably tolerant of substitution
in mutant viruses. Using a reverse genetic system, we con-
structed MHV genomic RNAs harboring one of all possible
single-nucleotide substitutions of C47, U49, and U51 and re-
covered viable viruses from cells into which these RNAs were
introduced. Viruses were plaque purified, and the complete 5-
and 3UTRs were sequenced to verify the integrity of the
recovered viruses. The virus plaque size and growth pheno-
types were determined essentially as described previously (23,
25). The replacement of C47 with any other nucleotide induces a
very small but measurable effect on virus plaque size (Fig. 5A)
and a modest effect on growth kinetics in a one-step growth curve
experiment (Fig. 5B). Likewise, the replacement of U49 has a
FIG. 2. Nucleobase-optimized 1H-13C HSQC spectra acquired for
the [15N,13C-]U-WT SL2 RNA. The nucleotides labeled with stable
isotopes are highlighted in boldface and italics in the structural model
(inset). The conditions were 25.0°C and 10 mM potassium phosphate,
pH 6.0.
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similarly small effect on the plaque size and growth phenotype,
with the U49G virus exhibiting properties comparable to those of
C47 substitution mutants (Fig. 5A and C). Finally, substitutions at
U51 have no measurable effect on mutant virus plaque size and
growth phenotype (Fig. 5A and D).
Since the structural data reveal that U51 is flipped out of the
hairpin loop, we also characterized a U51 deletion mutant.
Although we recovered virus from cells electroporated with
RNA genomes carrying this deletion, all five plaque-purified
viral isolates recovered from two separate electroporations
contained the WT sequence, with U51 added back in. Since all
of our U51 substitution mutants are viable and had phenotypes
in cell culture similar to that of the WT virus, the results with
the U51 mutation suggest that U51 is a spacer element that
is required to organize the stem-loop architecture. Interest-
ingly, despite the distinct structural context, analogous findings
characterize substitution and deletion mutants of a loop 3 U
(U700) in the Mg2-stabilized conformation of U-turn-con-
taining stem-loop V of the VS ribozyme, where U700 is ex-
truded to solvent (3, 5, 6). In striking contrast, the thermo-
dynamic stabilities of a YNMG-like tetraloop from the mutant
human telomerase RNA with and without a 3 U within a
FIG. 3. Sequential intra- and interresidue NOEs (dashed line) obtained from 1H-1H NOESY spectra (m  200 ms) acquired in D2O that
establish continuous base stacking from G50 to U55 on the 5 strand of WT (A) and U48G (B) RNAs. The conditions were 25.0°C and 10 mM
potassium phosphate, pH 6.0.
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5-YNMG(U) pentaloop sequence are essentially identical,
and the examination of the pentaloop solution structure re-
veals that the 3 U is flipped out into the major groove of the
loop (42). Thus, the CoV SL2 may adopt something of a hybrid
structure, with the sequence conservation and mutagenesis
data (see below) being largely consistent with a YNMG(U) or
CUYG(U) tetraloop, but one that seems to functionally re-
quire a 3 U51 spacer residue. Indeed, RNA stem-loops that
adopt this general structure show considerable variability in
sequence. The most common structural feature is that nucle-
otides in the first (C47 in SL2) and fourth (G50 in SL2) posi-
tions form Watson-Crick (C-G or U-A) or noncanonical (U-G
or G-A) base pairs, with the middle second (U48) and third
(U49) nucleotides being capable of adopting a range of orien-
tations in the loop (36).
G50 is important for viral function. Virtually every common
tetraloop motif, namely GNRA, YNMG, and CUYG, incor-
porates a purine in the fourth position of the loop that adopts
a syn-glycosidic bond angle, in this case G50. We therefore
examined the functional importance of G50, again by the char-
acterization of single-nucleotide substitution mutant-contain-
ing viruses. In striking contrast to the other nucleotides in the
pentaloop, the replacement of G50 with either adenosine
(G50A) or cytidine (G50C) leads to severely crippled mutant
viruses with significantly smaller plaque sizes (Fig. 6A). G50A-
and G50C-containing viruses revert to WT virus (sequence
data not shown) by passage three and regain the WT plaque
size and morphologies (Fig. 6D). We could not perform one-
FIG. 4. Summary of the NMR data obtained for WT and U48G
SL2 RNAs. (A) Cartoon representation of SARS-CoV SL2 that sum-
marizes all of the NMR data. 31P 	 are indicated for the WT and U48G
RNAs in blue and magenta, respectively, above the corresponding P
atom; the 31P 	 for the U-turn-containing RNA (3) is shaded green and
is in brackets. (B) A plot of the absolute value chemical shift differ-
ences (designated ) between the WT and U48G SL2 RNAs; the  for
31P is multiplied by 
1 for display purposes only.
FIG. 5. Phenotypes of C47, U49, and U51 substitution mutant vi-
ruses. (A) Average plaque size ( standard errors of the means) of
indicated mutant and WT viruses. (B) Growth curves of C47A and
C47G substitution mutants at an MOI of 3. (C) Growth curves of
U49C and U49G substitution mutants at an MOI of 3. (D) Growth
curves for the U51A, U51C, and U51G viruses performed at an MOI
of 3.
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step or multistep growth curves for the G50A mutant virus
because of low virus titer at passage one. We did obtain a
sufficient titer of passage one virus to perform a multistep
growth curve experiment (MOI  0.01) with the G50C mutant
virus; the kinetics of growth were strongly delayed relative to
those of the WT virus, and the final yield was approximately
1,000-fold less than that of the WT (Fig. 6C). Although the
plaque sizes of the output virus in this experiment were a
somewhat more heterogeneous than those of the input G50C
virus used in this experiment, few WT-sized plaques were ob-
served, making it unlikely that WT revertants contributed sig-
nificantly to the output virus. The replacement of G50 with
uridine results in either WT plaque isolates (8 out of 10
plaques sequenced) or in a specific second-site mutation
(G50U/C47A) (2 out of 10 plaques sequenced) from three
separate electroporations. Plaque isolates of the G50U/C47A
virus and its reengineered recombinant counterpart, rG50U/
C47A, show almost identical plaques and only a slightly im-
paired growth phenotype compared to that of the WT virus
(Fig. 6B and E). Thus, the G50U mutant is nonviable, rapidly
reverts to a WT virus, or is stable only with a compensating
second-site C47A mutation. Taken together, these data dem-
onstrate that G50 substitutions are strongly selected against
and suggest a range of Watson-Crick or non-Watson-Crick
base-pairing interactions between G50 and C47 that are im-
portant for MHV replication.
A careful analysis of the exchangeable 1H NMR data of both
WT and U48G RNAs provides no direct evidence for or
against a C47-G50 base pair, since the G50 imino proton ex-
changes too rapidly with solvent to observe; alternatively, these
two nucleotides may not directly base pair or may form a
noncanonical pair with a single hydrogen bond (27, 31, 42). On
the other hand, since C47 is stacked on U46 and extends the
helical geometry of the 5 strand in SL2 and G50 is stacked on
A52 on the opposite strand (Fig. 3), their Watson-Crick edges
likely are in close proximity.
Increasing the stability of the SL2 stem partially rescues
otherwise lethal mutants. The predicted thermodynamic sta-
bility of the 5-bp stem of MHV SL2 is lower than that of all
other CoV sequences and contains just one G-C base pair and
three consecutive A-U pairs at the base of the stem (Fig. 1); in
contrast, all other SL2s contain two G-C pairs (25). As a result
of this, SL2 is not base paired in the minimum free energy
model of the 5UTR of MHV, a unique feature that distin-
guishes MHV from other CoV sequences. The fact that the
replacement of the MHV SL2 with the SARS-CoV SL2 (Fig.
1) in an otherwise all-MHV genome results in a viable WT-like
virus, however, argues for an independently folded SL2 in each
case (20). Nonetheless, this suggests the possibility that a more
stable SL2 stem suppresses the previously observed pheno-
types observed in mutant SL2 all-MHV viruses in the event
that loop stability and stem stability cooperate to maintain
replication function.
To test this idea, we reconstructed the lethal mutants U48C
(25), G50U (as described above), and U51, as well as the
severely impaired mutants G50A and G50C, in the context of
the SARS-CoV SL2 stem. As discussed above, MHV and
SARS-CoV SL2 possess identical pentaloop sequences and
differ only in their stem sequence and composition (Fig. 1).
The recovered chimeric mutant viruses, designated MS-G50A
and MS-G50C, show significantly improved plaque sizes rela-
tive to those of the corresponding all-MHV SL2 mutants (Fig.
7A); however, each remains detectably adversely affected by
these substitutions. The MS-G50A and MS-G50C viruses grew
to considerably higher titers than the corresponding all-MHV
SL2 mutants, enabling us to perform a one-step growth curve
experiment. As shown in Fig. 7B, the growth kinetics and
maximal titers were moderately impaired relative to those of
their MHV/SARS-SL2 parent virus. The MS-G50U mutant
also is impaired and is characterized by small plaques and a
delayed growth phenotype compared to that of its parental WT
chimeric mutant MHV/SARS-SL2 (Fig. 7A and B). Consis-
tently with this impairment of function, we again were able to
recover a second-site chimeric mutant, denoted MS-G50U/
C47A. In this context however, it is characterized by a much
smaller plaque size but a similar growth phenotype relative to
that of the parental virus, MHV/SARS-SL2 (Fig. 7A and C).
To further examine the phenotype of this second-site mutant
virus, we reconstructed this second site mutation using reverse
genetics to produce a new recombinant virus, rMS-G50U/
C47A, that contained both the G50U and C47A mutations.
Unlike the MS-G50U/C47A second-site mutant virus, this vi-
rus produced plaques virtually identical in size to that of the
FIG. 6. Phenotypes of G50 substitution mutant viruses. (A) Average
plaque size ( standard errors of the means) of G50A and G50C mutant
viruses. (B) Average plaque size ( standard errors of the means) of
G50U/C47A and rG50U/C47A mutant viruses. (C) Growth curves were
obtained for the G50C substitution mutant at an MOI of 0.01. (D) Av-
erage plaque size ( standard errors of the means) of G50A and G50C
mutant passages 1 through 5. (E) Growth curves of recovered G50U/
C47A and rG50U/C47A mutant viruses at an MOI of 3.
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parental MHV/SARS-SL2 virus (Fig. 7A). However, it grew
with WT (MHV/SARS-SL2) kinetics, as did the MS-G50U/
C47A second-site mutant virus (Fig. 7C). These results suggest
that the MS-G50U/C47A virus contains an additional uniden-
tified mutation that adversely affects plaque size that is not
found in the reconstructed rG50U/C47A virus. In contrast to
the G50 substitutions, the chimeric MS-U48C mutant is char-
acterized by a nearly WT plaque size and a growth phenotype
essentially as robust as that of the MHV/SARS-SL2 virus (Fig.
7A and D). We also were able to recover an rMS-U51 virus,
although that required two blind passages. Like the MS-U48C
mutant, the rMS-U51 virus was fairly robust and produced
plaques that were 89% the size of those produced by the
parental MHV/SARS-SL2 virus.
To determine if the substitution mutants affect viral RNA
synthesis, DBT cells were infected with representative mutant
viruses and the virus-specific RNAs were metabolically labeled
in the presence of actinomycin D with [32P]orthophosphate
from 6 to 12 hpi. The labeled RNAs then were extracted and
analyzed by formaldehyde agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 8).
The amount of RNA synthesized in cells infected with each
mutant largely reflects the viral growth phenotype. The ratios
of sgRNAs to genomic RNAs generally are similar to that of
the WT virus. To summarize, the originally lethal mutants in
an all-MHV context, G50U and U48C, are viable in the con-
text of a pentaloop supported by the SARS-CoV SL2 stem,
although it gives rise to viruses with distinct phenotypes. We do
not know yet whether these mutations give rise to other sec-
ond-site substitutions outside of the 5- and 3UTRs; in any
case, it is interesting that these stem mutations were not re-
covered from an all-MHV U48C virus (25).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we combine NMR data with an exhaustive
mutagenesis analysis to infer the structural determinants and
functional requirements of SL2 for the replication of MHV in
cultured cells. All of the data taken collectively are consistent
with the proposal that the SL2 loop adopts a tetraloop struc-
ture that exhibits key hallmarks of a canonical CUYG(N) and
YNMG(N)-like tetraloop previously investigated by NMR
methods, with the 3 U51 (N) flipped out of the stack. The
functional data are consistent with an as-yet structurally unde-
fined anti-C47 and a syn-G50 base-pairing interaction, which is
a hallmark of essentially all previously characterized tetraloop
folds. The isolation of G50U/C47A second-site revertants with
a near-WT phenotype suggests that an A-U base-pairing in-
teraction substitutes for the C47-G50 interaction. Further, the
structural and functional data reveal that the identity of the
base at position 51 is immaterial. Although this nucleotide is
required to obtain infectious virus in the context of the less
FIG. 7. Phenotypes of MHV–SARS-CoV (MS) chimeric viruses
(see the text for details). r, recombinant. (A) Average plaque size (
standard errors of the means) of MHV–SARS-CoV chimeric viruses.
(B) Growth curve of MS-G50A, MS-G50C, and MS-G50U mutant
viruses at an MOI of 3. (C) Growth curve of MS-G50U/C47A and
rMS-G50U/C47A mutants at an MOI of 3. (D) Growth curve of the
MS-U48C mutant virus at an MOI of 3.
FIG. 8. Analysis of total genomic RNA (RNA 1) and sgRNA
(RNAs 2 to 7) in mutant virus-infected cells. DBT cells infected with
WT and mutant viruses at an MOI of 1 and RNAs were metabolically
labeled from 6 to 12 hpi in the presence of actinomycin D. Total RNAs
were extracted and resolved by formaldehyde agarose gel electro-
phoresis.
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stable MHV SL2, viable virus was obtained with the U51
mutation in the context of the somewhat more stable SARS
SL2. This suggests that the presence of a nucleotide at position
51 facilitates the folding of SL2 rather than the bulged U51
mediating a long-range RNA-RNA or RNA-protein interac-
tion required for replication. This is consistent with previous
structural studies of RNA pentaloops that collectively show
that the bulged nucleotide is dispensable, with its deletion
imparting little change in structure and stability (31, 36, 42).
We previously showed that U48C MHV supports the syn-
thesis of both positive- and negative-sense genomic RNAs but
fails to direct the synthesis of positive- and negative-sense
sgRNAs in infected cells in culture (25). Surprisingly, when
chimeric viruses are engineered such that the SARS-CoV SL2
stem replaces the MHV SL2 stem (Fig. 1), both originally
lethal U48C and G50U mutations in an all-MHV context now
are viable. Furthermore, the originally feeble G50A and G50C
mutant viruses are more robust in this context. Although pre-
vious results reveal that SL2 plays a critical role in sgRNA
transcription and adopts a defined structure in solution (25),
the current findings reveal that this role is not precisely depen-
dent on any one particular interaction within the loop. This
may be consistent with the recognized structural plasticity in
tetraloops in general, which are known to be quite tolerant of
multiple base substitutions (36). The fact that what are for-
mally second-site substitutions introduced into the immedi-
ately adjacent SL2 stem rescues the effect of destabilizing mu-
tations in the pentaloop suggests that SL2 plays a generic
structural role in stabilizing a higher-order structure within the
5UTR or a 5UTR-UTR complex that is important specifi-
cally for sgRNA synthesis. Although we cannot completely rule
out a structure-dependent interaction of SL2 with RNA or
protein binding partners, the functional plasticity of the nucleo-
tide sequence of SL2, at least as it relates to the requirements
for RNA replication/transcription in infected cells in culture,
argues against a specific role of SL2 in engaging in a highly
specific RNA-RNA or RNA-protein complex formation that
might be essential for template switching during discontinuous
sgRNA synthesis (7, 17, 21, 22, 44). We hypothesize that a
minimally stable SL2 structure serves as a scaffold that directs
the folding of the immediately adjacent elements that ulti-
mately mediate genome circularization and thus facilitate base
scanning by the viral transcriptase/replicase complex to regu-
late sgRNA synthesis. Current efforts are in progress in our
laboratories to further define these molecular determinants of
SL2 function.
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